Procedure for Lyon SWCD Buffer Compliance Reporting and Progress Tracking

- Lyon County has contracted with Eagleview Pictometry to provide high-resolution aerial photographs of Lyon County.

- Photo updates will occur every three years based on available funds, flight timing, and weather. The first flight will occur during the spring of 2019 with another flight planned for the spring of 2022.

- The photos provided by Eagleview Pictometry will be the core documentation used by the SWCD to evaluate buffer compliance per the Lyon County Buffer Ordinance Section 5.0 Compliance Determination.

- The Lyon County Buffer Ordinance has been adopted by the Lyon County Board of Commissioners.

- The Board of Water and Soil Resources has established the Lyon County Buffer Ordinance meets the intent of 103F.48.

Effective 12-18-2018

Motion by Deutz, 2nd by Laleman to approve policy all voted in favor, motion carried.